Navionics Boating includes a new feature called Plotter Sync that allows boaters to connect a Raymarine Wi-Fi multifunction display to Navionics servers while onboard their boat. Truly a great innovation, Plotter Sync, provides an unprecedented, convenient way for boaters to access Freshest Data to update charts and to upload sonar logs without having to remove their Navionics card or use a computer. Their Navionics app does it for them!

Plotter Sync can currently connect Raymarine a, c, and e Series equipped with Wi-Fi (models from 2011 updated with LightHouse II R10 software) using Navionics Boating version 7.1 or newer on iPhone or iPad, with a Navionics+ with active Chart Updates covering the same area as their Navionics+, Navionics Updates, Platinum+ or HotMaps Platinum cards.

With a simple wireless connection, plotter charts are updated ensuring that Navionics-Raymarine users can enjoy the comfort of knowing they have the most current charts available. Owners of compatible Raymarine models can also record sonar logs and upload them to Navionics just by using Plotter Sync on their mobile app. This means that contributing to SonarCharts™ and always having the most accurate and up-to-date bathymetry charts will be quicker and easier than ever before.

More information is available at navionics.com/plotter-sync and in the press release.